Measurement of plasma parameters and velocity during the implosion and stagnation phase is challenging, but essential for understanding x-ray production in wire array z pinches. Here we outline several avenues of ongoing work:
K-shell spectroscopy of low-atomic-number wire array z pinches has previously been employed to infer temperature and density of stagnated z pinches. Aluminum wire arrays are overdriven on Sandia's Z machine, meaning that they produce copious K-shell radiation even during the implosion phase. Time-and space-resolved x-ray spectroscopy may provide a method for diagnosing plasma temperature and density profiles during the run-in, and implosion velocity measurement via observation of K-line Doppler shifts may be possible.
A pinhole camera developed on the Z machine reflects rays from a multilayer mirror to produce monochromatic selfemission images in the 100-700 eV range. Copious emission is observed during the final implosion, and the quantitative relationship between this L-or M-shell emission and the plasma conditions is being explored though collisionalradiative simulation of low-atomic-number materials. Density profile diagnostics using either self-emission or radiographic techniques require Abel inversion in order to map line-integrated images to object space. Several inversion techniques have been investigated, along with the impact of deviation from cylindrical symmetry on the interpretation of the data. A method for inference of velocity profiles (and hence kinetic energy) from time-resolved density profiles will also be discussed.
